
Math is your Friend
It’s magic



Math Notes
SAT - Satisifiability (Boolean logic)
*will it be true given some set of conditions, if 
so a solver can solve the problem (see below)
SMT - Satisfiability Modulo Theories
*Mash theories slammed together to determine 
if a problem is SAT or UNSAT (see above)



Some Programming Items
Exception Handling - Either Windows internal 
or try{}catch(){} statements.
Stack - Program scratchpad (store vars, args, 
EH chains, canaries)



SEH Record
typedef struct _MSVCRT_EXCEPTION_FRAME {
  EXCEPTION_FRAME *prev;
  void (*handler)(PEXCEPTION_RECORD, PEXCEPTION_FRAME, PCONTEXT, PEXCEPTION_RECORD);
  PSCOPETABLE scopetable;
  int trylevel;
  int _ebp;
  PEXCEPTION_POINTERS xpointers;
} MSVCRT_EXCEPTION_FRAME;

typedef struct _SCOPETABLE {
  int previousTryLevel;
  int (*lpfnFilter)(PEXCEPTION_POINTERS);
  int (*lpfnHandler)(void);
} SCOPETABLE, *PSCOPETABLE;

int _except_handler3(

PEXCEPTION_RECORD rec, 

MSVCRT_EXCEPTION_FRAME* frame, 

PCONTEXT context, 

void *dispatcher)



Protection Mechanisms
ASLR/PIE - Randomization of allocations and load addresses

DEP/NX - Non-executable heap and stack

Safe Structured Exception Handling(SafeSEH) - Loader 
registers exception handlers at startup

SEH Overwrite Protection (SEHOP) - Verifies that the EH chain 
(they are stacked) is valid



Attacks against Protections
Return to Libc/Return oriented programming 
(ret2libc/ROP) - DEP bypass technique
SEH-All-At-Once - DEP/ASLR bypass (makes it 
EASIER to bypass ASLR, not a total solution)



Quick look at the Stack

from: 
http://www.securitysift.com/windows-exploit-development-part-6-seh-exploits/
possibly a corelan redux, but different enough: https://www.corelan.be/index.php/2009/07/25/writing-buffer-overflow-exploits-a-quick-
and-basic-tutorial-part-3-seh/

http://www.securitysift.com/windows-exploit-development-part-6-seh-exploits/
http://www.securitysift.com/windows-exploit-development-part-6-seh-exploits/
https://www.corelan.be/index.php/2009/07/25/writing-buffer-overflow-exploits-a-quick-and-basic-tutorial-part-3-seh/
https://www.corelan.be/index.php/2009/07/25/writing-buffer-overflow-exploits-a-quick-and-basic-tutorial-part-3-seh/
https://www.corelan.be/index.php/2009/07/25/writing-buffer-overflow-exploits-a-quick-and-basic-tutorial-part-3-seh/


ROP
Take little snippets of code within executable 
sections to form a “chain” of attack code aka a 
“gadget” 

*NOT necessary for the purposes here, sort of...
it’s probably necessary now but wasn’t then...
when will then be now?





SEH-All-At-Once
Create a valid SEH chain using a stack 
overflow, and then exploit a condition in 
__except_handler3. This is what we are going 
to do today...conceptually



Path of Destruction
Green is 
desired path

Red is where 
we wreck shit!!



Looking under the hood
retval = call_filter(pScopeTable[trylevel].lpfnFilter, &exceptPtrs, 
&frame->_ebp);

static DWORD call_filter(void *func, void *arg, void *base_ptr) {
  DWORD rc;

  __asm {
    push ebp
    push [arg]
    mov eax, [func]
    mov ebp, [base_ptr]
    call eax
    pop ebp
    pop ebp
    mov [rc], eax
  }

  return rc;
}

*Compiler blah blah is what makes it not match exactly, or my version of except.c is older/newer



SMT Solvers
yices, z3, smtlib2 (v1 is OBE)
All the rage right now, if you know how to 
translate conditionals in code to solver 
constraints



z3
M$, but the good kind
Python bindings ftw
unzip the libs and add the bin folder to your 
PATH and PYTHONPATH



Old Problem
SEH Bypass technique
SEHOP+SafeSEH bypass
Manils and I used this for the RTF bug several 
years ago MS 10-087



SEH All at Once
Required a lot of Math and trying to keep track 
of vars and pointers, took 3 weeks to get the 
values we wanted



Revisiting _except_handler3
Vuln exists with a custom SEH record
Values can be controlled to cause a call eax to 
user controlled buffer



Reducing it to logic
What must be done to follow the path of 
destruction?

ExceptionRecord.flags must != 6

TargetFrame.TryLevel != -1 (0xFFFFFFFF)

ECX = TargetFrame.TryLevel+TargetFrame.TryLevel*2 <-get record size

ECX*4+4+TargetFrame.ScopeTable != 0

ECX*4+4+TargetFrame.ScopeTable between our controlled buffer



Translate to constraints
s.add(input1 != 6)

s.add(input2 != C1)

s.add(i1 == input1*2)

s.add(i2 == i1+input1)

s.add(i3 == i2*4+4+input3)

s.add(i3 != 0)

s.add(i3 > 0x10000000)

s.add(i3 < 0x20000000)

ExceptionRecord.flags must != 6
TargetFrame.TryLevel != -1 (0xFFFFFFFF)

ECX = TargetFrame.TryLevel+TargetFrame.TryLevel*2 

ECX*4+4+TargetFrame.ScopeTable != 0

ECX*4+4+TargetFrame.ScopeTable between our controlled 
buffer



SMT Solves it
Using z3 I was able to find several vals that 
would fulfill the requirement without having to 
keep going to the whiteboard



Demo
Yay!



Questions?

See title



Net Neutrality


